Variation in parasystolic cycle length.
At the time of the first visit to our clinic, an electrocardiographic examination of a 73-year-old female patient revealed ventricular premature contractions (VPCs) with variable coupling intervals that were diagnosed as parasystole. Characteristically many of the parasystoles had no sinus contractions between two consecutive VPCs, which we referred to as pure parasystole. We first repeatedly examined variations in the length of the parasystolic cycles between January 6, 1997 and March 2, 2003 using electrocardiography. The time courses recorded over this period showed that the length of the parasystolic cycle did not remain constant, but varied irregularly within a relatively narrow range. We also recorded the length of the parasystolic cycles over 3 hours using Holter monitoring. The interectopic intervals plotted against mean sinus cycle length showed that the cycle length of pure parasystoles remained almost constant at about 1,300 ms over the 3 hours. We also examined the cycle length during exercise and found that it was slightly prolonged thereafter, while the sinus cycle length was clearly shortened after exercise. The average of six deep breathing tests showed that parasystolic cycle length did not significantly differ between deep inspiration and deep expiration, whereas the sinus cycle length during expiration was significantly longer than that during inspiration. These results indicate that the responses to both exercise and deep breathing obviously differed between the parasystolic and sinus cycle lengths.